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Greeting!
Welcome to the Department of Computer Science and Engineering! Today, our
department has become maturer where both graduate and postgraduate
programmes run successfully despite global recession and location constraint. I
would like to share with you some of the highlights of the department.
The department is deeply committed to provide excellent quality of graduate and
postgraduate education, in terms of highly qualified faculty with prestigious
credentials coupled with state-of-the-art facilities. Most of our faculty members
have been recognized for their outstanding teaching by the renowned
professional bodies and are registered in reputed universities for Ph.D
programme.
The department offers many opportunities to expand the intellectual horizons of
both the students and the faculty through distinguished-lecture series, student
clubs, and innovative projects. The department, with a right mix of creative
talents, use of innovative technologies and strong relationships with various
industries, provides the best opportunity to the students to attain technical
excellence in the field of computer science and emerging technologies and
develop a comprehensive and integrated personality.
Academics is always on our top most priority. Our motive is to produce good
quality computer professionals who are adaptable to the changing environment,
with all-round managerial capabilities and commitment to the society. I am
committed to make the department of Computer Science and Engineering as the
best in NCR.

Dr. Manoj Wadhwa
Head Of Department
(Computer Science and Engineering Department)
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Why did Hacker pick
Linux?
 When deciding on an operating system to cover in depth, we had a
variety to choose from: Windows 95/98/NT/2000/ME/etc, MacOS,
OpenBSD, NetBSD, FreeBSD, Solaris, HPUX, AIX, IRIX, and many
others. So how did Linux win our favor?






It's use is on the rise.
It's an Open Source operating system.
It's available to everyone at a great price -- free.
It comes in many flavors (aka distributions.)
It is too commonly broken into due to out of date packages, poor
system configuration, and its ubiquity.
 Hackers use Linux.
 We feel that Linux can be secured.

 Linux use is growing at an amazing rate. This operating system,
which has no public relations department, advertising, or
government lobby, is being used widely in homes and server rooms
alike. It's also free, and 100% open source, meaning anyone can
look at each and every line of code in the Linux kernel.

 Linux is a true multiuser operating system, and has been since the
very first version. It is powerful in it's simplicity. Though there are
robust graphical environments and tools, you can still do everything
you could possibly need with just a keyboard and a shell prompt.
Since you have the code, you could even make Linux do things it
was never meant to.
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That's one of the things that draws both the gurus and the attackers
alike.
The black-hats have thronged to Linux. It allows them the control
they require to do strange and ingenious things. If they want to
experiment with new or invalid network packets, they can do so easily
without relying on undocumented (or non-existant) API support from
the vendor.
Millions of lines of code have been written for Linux applications and
libraries, usually in an extremely modular manner, which allows it to be
integrated into widely diverse projects. For example a library that
allows you to sniff the network for proactive performance monitoring
could be used as part of network hijacking code.
The power and flexibility of Linux makes it the hacker's playground.
They use it, learn it, and understand it intimately. And that means that
if there's an insecurity, they're going to find it.
However the very reasons the hackers like Linux are the same reasons
more folks are installing it on their own systems today. The ability to
look at each and every line of Linux code, and patch it when problems
arise, means that Linux can be secured not just by a few programmers
locked away in some corporate headquarters, but by any user at any
time.

AAKASH KAUSHIK
10-CSE-1001
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An artificial satellite is a manufactured object that continuously orbits Earth or
some other body in space. Most artificial satellites orbit Earth. Satellites are used
for a large number of purposes. Common types include military (spy) and civilian
Earth observation satellites, communication satellites, navigation satellites,
weather satellites, and research satellites.

INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION

Space stations and human spacecraft in orbit are also satellites. Satellite orbits
vary greatly, depending on the purpose of the satellite, and are classified in a
number of ways. Well-known (overlapping) classes include low Earth orbit, polar
orbit, and geostationary orbit. Artificial satellites also have orbited the moon, the
sun, asteroids, and the planets Venus, Mars, and Jupiter. Such satellites mainly
gather information about the bodies they orbit. Artificial satellites differ from
natural satellites, natural objects that orbit a planet. Earth's moon is a natural
satellite.
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Space shuttles carry some satellites into space, but most satellites are launched by
rockets that fall into the ocean after their fuel is spent. Many satellites require
minor adjustments of their orbit before they begin to perform their function. Builtin rockets called thrusters make these adjustments. Once a satellite is placed into a
stable orbit, it can remain there for a long time without further adjustment.
Most satellites operate are directed from a control center on Earth. Computers and
human operators at the control center monitor the satellite's position, send
instructions to its computers, and retrieve information that the satellite has
gathered. The control center communicates with the satellite by radio. Ground
stations within the satellite's range send and receive the radio signals.

A satellite remains in orbit until its velocity decreases and gravitational force pulls
it down into a relatively dense part of the atmosphere. A satellite slows down due
to occasional impact with air molecules in the upper atmosphere and the gentle
pressure of the sun's energy. When the gravitational force pulls the satellite down
far enough into the atmosphere, the satellite rapidly compresses the air in front of
it. This air becomes so hot that most or all of the satellite burns up.
The largest artificial satellite currently orbiting the Earth is the International Space
Station.

SPITZER SPACE TELESCOPE
Weather satellites help scientists study weather patterns and forecast
the weather. Weather satellites observe the atmospheric conditions over large
areas. Some weather satellites travel in a sun-synchronous, polar orbit, from which
they make close, detailed observations of weather over the entire Earth. Their
instruments measure cloud cover, temperature, air pressure, precipitation, and the
chemical composition of the atmosphere. Other weather satellites are placed in
high altitude, geosynchronous orbits. From these orbits, they can always observe
weather activity over nearly half the surface of Earth at the same time. These
satellites photograph changing cloud formations. They also produce infrared
images, which show the amount of heat coming from Earth and the clouds.
Communications satellites serve as relay stations, receiving radio signals from one
location and transmitting them to another. A communications satellite can relay
several television programs or many thousands of telephone calls at once.
Communications satellites are usually put in a high altitude, geosynchronous orbit
over a ground station. A ground station has a large dish antenna for transmitting
and receiving radio signals. Sometimes, a group of low orbit communications
satellites arranged in a network, called a constellation, work together by relaying
information to each other and to users on the ground. Countries and commercial
organizations, such as television broadcasters and telephone companies, use these
satellites continuously.
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SPITZER SPACE TELESCOPE

Navigation satellites enable operators of aircraft, ships, and land vehicles anywhere
on Earth to determine their locations with great accuracy. Hikers and other people
on foot can also use the satellites for this purpose. The satellites send out radio
signals that are picked up by a computerized receiver carried on a vehicle or held in
the hand.
Earth observing satellites are used to map and monitor our planet's resources and
ever-changing chemical life cycles. They follow sun-synchronous, polar orbits.
Under constant, consistent illumination from the sun, they take pictures in
different colors of visible light and non-visible radiation. Computers on Earth
combine and analyze the pictures. Scientists use Earth observing satellites to locate
mineral deposits, to determine the location and size of freshwater supplies, to
identify sources of pollution and study its effects, and to detect the spread of
disease in crops and forests.
Military satellites include weather, communications, navigation, and Earth
observing satellites used for military purposes. Some military satellites, often
called spy satellites, can detect the launch of missiles, the course of ships at sea,
and the movement of military equipment on the ground.

Anuradha Chauhan
10-CSE-1019
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Near field communication, abbreviated NFC, is a form of contactless
communication between devices like smartphones or tablets. Contactless
communication allows a user to wave the smartphone over a NFC
compatible device to send information without needing to touch the devices
together or go through multiple steps setting up a connection. Fast and
convenient, NFC technology is popular in parts of Europe and Asia, and is
quickly spreading throughout the United States.
Near field communication maintains interoperability between different
wireless communication methods like Bluetooth and other NFC standards
including FeliCa -- popular in Japan -- through the NFC Forum. Founded in
2004 by Sony, Nokia, and Philips, the forum enforces strict standards that
manufacturers must meet when designing NFC compatible devices. This
ensures that NFC is secure and remains easy-to-use with different versions of
the technology. Compatibility is the key to the growth of NFC as a popular
payment and data communication method. It must be able to communicate
with other wireless technologies and be able to interact with different types
of NFC transmissions.
The technology behind NFC allows a device, known as a reader, interrogator,
or active device, to create a radio frequency current that communicates with
another NFC compatible device or a small NFC tag holding the information
the reader wants. Passive devices, such as the NFC tag in smart posters, store
information and communicate with the reader but do not actively read other
devices. Peer-to-peer communication through two active devices is also a
possibility with NFC. This allows both devices to send and receive
information.
Both businesses and individuals benefit from near field communication
technology. By integrating credit cards, subway tickets, and paper coupons all
into one device, a customer can board a train, pay for groceries, redeem
coupons or store loyalty points, and even exchange contact information all
with the wave of a smartphone. Faster transaction times mean less waiting
in line and happier customers. Fewer physical cards to carry around means
the customer is less likely to lose one or have it stolen.
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Who's currently in on the action with NFC technology and mobile payments?
Google has launched Google Wallet that supports MasterCard PayPass, PayPal
offers money transfers between smartphones, and other companies are
expected to follow suit. As the technology grows, more NFC compatible
smartphones will be available and more stores will offer NFC card readers for
customer convenience.
NFC is a short-range high frequency wireless communication technology that
enables the exchange of data between devices over about a 10 cm distance.
NFC is an upgrade of the existing proximity card standard (RFID) that combines
the interface of a smartcard and a reader into a single device. It allows users to
seamlessly share content between digital devices, pay bills wirelessly or even
use their cell phone as an electronic traveling ticket on existing contactless
infrastructure already in use for public transportation.
The significant advantage of NFC over Bluetooth is the shorter set-up time.
Instead of performing manual configurations to identify Bluetooth devices, the
connection between two NFC devices is established at once (under a 1/10
second).
Due to its shorter range, NFC provides a higher degree of security than
Bluetooth and makes NFC suitable for crowded areas where correlating a signal
with its transmitting physical device (and by extension, its user) might
otherwise prove impossible.
NFC can also work when one of the devices is not powered by a battery (e.g. on
a phone that may be turned off, a contactless smart credit card, etc.)Google
Services.

Anjali Verma
10 – CSE - 1009
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Here, is a look at 10 cutting-edge programming languages, each of which
approaches the art of software development from a fresh perspective, tackling a
specific problem or a unique shortcoming of today's more popular languages.
Some are mature projects, while others are in the early stages of development.
Some are likely to remain obscure, but any one of them could become the
breakthrough tool that changes programming for years to come -- at least, until
the next batch of new languages arrives.
Experimental programming language No. 1: Dart
JavaScript is fine for adding basic interactivity to Web pages, but when your Web
applications swell to thousands of lines of code, its weaknesses quickly become
apparent. That's why Google created Dart, a language it hopes will become the
new vernacular of Web programming.
Like JavaScript, Dart uses C-like syntax and keywords. One significant difference,
however, is that while JavaScript is a prototype-based language, objects in Dart
are defined using classes and interfaces, as in C++ or Java. Dart also allows
programmers to optionally declare variables with static types. The idea is that
Dart should be as familiar, dynamic, and fluid as JavaScript, yet allow developers
to write code that is faster, easier to maintain, and less susceptible to subtle bugs.
Experimental programming language No. 2: Ceylon
Gavin King denies that Ceylon, the language he's developing at Red Hat, is meant
to be a "Java killer." King is best known as the creator of the Hibernate objectrelational mapping framework for Java. He likes Java, but he thinks it leaves lots of
room for improvement.
Among King's gripes are Java's verbose syntax, its lack of first-class and higherorder functions, and its poor support for meta-programming. In particular, he's
frustrated with the absence of a declarative syntax for structured data definition,
which he says leaves Java "joined at the hip to XML." Ceylon aims to solve all
these problems.
Experimental programming language No. 3: Go
Interpreters, virtual machines, and managed code are all the rage these days. Do
we really need another old-fashioned language that compiles to native binaries?
A team of Google engineers -- led by Robert Griesemer and Bell Labs legends Ken
Thompson and Rob Pike -- says yes.
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Go is a general-purpose programming language suitable for everything from
application development to systems programing. In that sense, it's more like C or
C++ than Java or C#. But like the latter languages, Go includes modern features
such as garbage collection, runtime reflection, and support for concurrency.
Equally important, Go is meant to be easy to program in. Its basic syntax is C-like,
but it eliminates redundant syntax and boilerplate while streamlining operations
such as object definition. The Go team's goal was to create a language that's as
pleasant to code in as a dynamic scripting language yet offers the power of a
compiled language.
Experimental
programming
language
No.
4:
F#
Functional programming has long been popular with computer scientists and
academia, but pure functional languages like Lisp and Haskell are often considered
unworkable for real-world software development. One common complaint is that
functional-style code can be difficult to integrate with code and libraries written in
imperative languages like C++ and Java.
Experimental
programming
language
No.
5:
Opa
Web development is too complicated. Even the simplest Web app requires
countless lines of code in multiple languages: HTML and JavaScript on the client,
Java or PHP on the server, SQL in the database, and so on.
Opa doesn't replace any of these languages individually. Rather, it seeks to
eliminate them all at once, by proposing an entirely new paradigm for Web
programming. In an Opa application, the client-side UI, server-side logic, and
database I/O are all implemented in a single language, Opa.
Opa accomplishes this through a combination of client- and server-side
frameworks. The Opa compiler decides whether a given routine should run on the
client, server, or both, and it outputs code accordingly. For client-side routines, it
translates Opa into the appropriate JavaScript code, including AJAX calls.
Experimental
programming
language
No.
6:
Fantom
Should you develop your applications for Java or .Net? If you code in Fantom, you
can take your pick and even switch platforms midstream. That's because Fantom is
designed from the ground up for cross-platform portability. The Fantom project
includes not just a compiler that can output bytecode for either the JVM or the
.Net CLI, but also a set of APIs that abstract away the Java and .Net APIs, creating
an additional portability layer.
Anjali Verma
10 – CSE - 1009

At this moment, the iPhone and the HTC Hero are, quite
possibly, the coolest, feature rich and the most advanced
commercial mobile phones available. What is next, though?
What is the next step in mobile evolution?
In todays post we have ten mobile phone concepts that are
not only technologically advanced, but look damn good as
well. Can you imagine yourself in the next five years having
a mobile like the ones below…
Kyocera EOS Kinetic Flexible OLED Cell Phone
The Kyocera EOS can be used in its folded-up shape for
simple phone calls, unfolds to reveal a wide screen, and
derives its energy from human interaction. The more you
use the phone, the more kinetic energy is turned into an
electric charge through an array of tiny piezoelectric
generators. In other words, you’ll never have to worry
about leaving the house with a semi-charged cell phone
again.
Still in its early design stage, but Kyocera hope to integrate
concepts from the device into cell phone lineups in the
near future. Maybe future versions of the EOS will follow
Samsung and LG’s lead and use solar power in addition to
kinetic
energy.
The idea Polaris – Robot and Phone
Mixing robots and cell phones? That’s what Japans second
biggest mobile phone provider KDDI au thought and
presented the iida Polaris, a robotic cell phone. The idea is
to offer some kind of life recorder that monitors your
health, by processing diet data, keeping a record of your
physical activity, giving tips on when and what to eat etc.
And it does that in a supposedly i tellige t way, meaning
the Polaris lear s over time and is able to adjust to your
personal lifestyle.
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The Conduit
The Conduit is a concept phone from Korean cell phone
company SKY/Pantech that has been designed to work
both as a mobile workstation and as an elegant fashion
accessory.
The unit has a 2×3 inch display is customizable in three
forms: compact, slim (a third of the phone can be
detached)
and
as
a
PDA
with
stylus.

Mobile Script
The Mobile Script has been designed to act both as a
mobile device and as a laptop in your pocket. All of the
laptop functions are located on the large screen (9.5
inches), which is located inside the phone in a minimized
state. To access these functions all you have to do is pull
the flexible screen from the main phone and you have
your
laptop.

Magic Stone
The solar powered Magic Stone, with its classical minimal
looks, and its holographic features is perhaps the most
advanced mobile concept in this post.

Sony Simplicity
The Sony Simplicity Concept is a mobile phone, just a
phone, nothing else. It’s made for people that do ’t need
the modern functions like SMS, Organizer, Camera, E-Mail,
surfing and so on, it’s made for people that just want to
communicate via phone. Just like in the good old days.
Revolutionary, I like it

MEGHA JHAMB
10-CSE-1060
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with the increasing number of Internet users, more sensitive data stored on
the computer, data security issues become increasingly important. These
databases are usually very safe. For hacker, the user name, email address,
credit card information is very valuable, in order to obtain this information,
they can do anything. The following are the worst five hacking attacks cases in
the history.
1. Organization: Gawker Media
Time: December 2010
Ha kers’ Favorite target is the online forum and blog, because their security
level is difficult to compare with large commercial sites. Blog Media Gawker
Media attacked by hackers, making Lifehacker, Gizmodo, and Jezebel, etc.
millions of popular logs’ e-mail address and password disclosure. In addition
to ha kers’ attacked, the main problems of this incident was the format
Gawker Media to save passwords easily cracked by hackers. Some users’
account name and password of the email is the same with Twitter, hackers
steal their accounts and use them to send spam to implement phishing is only
a matter of time. Using the advanced browser such as Chrome or Firefox, and
password management software such as LastPass, can almost completely
eliminate the potential hazards of such an attack.

2. Organization: TJ Maxx and Marshalls department stores
Time: 2005-2007
It may be the biggest ever data theft incident, the 45 million credit and debit
card numbers of the department store TJ Maxx and Marshalls were stolen.
Hacker Albert Gonzalez who implemented the attack was brought to justice in
2008, was sentenced to 20 years in prison in 2010. During 2005 and 2008,
Gonzalez had stolen a total of more than 170 million credit and debit card
accounts, making him the most successful redit card thief in the history.
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3. Organization: HM Revenue & Customs
Time: November 2007
Data not only can be saved online, also can be saved on CD and DVD, this would
provide the opportunity for stolen by criminals or misplace by staff. November 2007,
HM Revenue & Customs lost many discs, which stored 25 million British citizens name,
address and other personal information. Fortunately, these discs were entrained in
the mail items, this event proved that for a lot of sensitive data you do not need hightech network attacks. In 2006, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs has a similar
incident occurred, a notebook stored 26.5 million United States vetera s’ Social
Security numbers was stolen.
4. Organization: Google and other Silicon Valley companies
Time: Mid 2009
In the middle of 2009, Google, Yahoo and other dozens of Silicon Valley companies
have encountered unprecedented hacker attacks, it is unclear now what exactly data
of these companies was stolen, but Google acknowledged some of its intellectual
property information was stolen. It is reported that hackers used the vulnerability of
Mi rosoft’s old Internet Explorer browser accessed into the Google’s inner-network.
So as long as upgrade the browser regularly, may prevent such incidents.
5. Organization: RSA Security
Time: March 2011
When the network security company itself has been hacked, the most serious
incident of data theft in the history has happened. Anti-virus and security software
developer Symantec and Kaspersky repeatedly attacked by hackers, on March 2011,
another world-renowned network security service provider R“A“e urity’s highly
confidential internal database was exposed under the ha kers’ attacks. The reason
why this incident was compelling is because R“A’s technology was originally used to
protect the thousands of other sets of system, even this company was under attack, it
can be seen that hackers can easily hacked these system

Vishali
11-CSE-2047
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Top 5 Countries with world’s fastest internet
1. Hong kong has the worlds fastest internet speed. It has blazing fast
internet, an average peak speed of 63.6 Mbp megabits per seconds. At
this speed you can download HD movie in about 2 minutes.
2 Japan
Speed: 50 Mbp
The home of Nintendo and Sony had the second fastest internet speed,
thanks to the high-speed fibre optics that run through many parts of
the island nation. Japa ’s average peak broadband speed reached an
impressive 50 Mbps, which was more than 170% faster than the global
average
3 . Romania
Speed: 47.9 Mbp
When last checked in on Romania, it was ranked No. 5 and was the only
country to see its average fall from the previous quarter. The country is
now back on track, and has elevated itself with an average peak speed
of 47.9 Mbps. That’s 160% faster than the global average. Ro a ia’s
average was 9% higher than the previous quarter
4. South Korea

Speed: 44.8 Mbp
Serious PC gamers who want to dominate in StarCraftneed fast, low
latency internet connections. They’ll find that in South Korea, home to
consumerelectronics giants Samsung and LG. The ou try’s average
peak hit 44.8 Mbps, about 143% faster than the global average. It was
the only region to lose speed compared with a year ago
16

5. Latvia
Speed: 44.2 Mbp
Smaller countries are easier to blanket with high-speed internet, which
is one of the reasons why Latvia consistently ranks high on this list. The
average peak broadband speed was 44.2 Mbps, about 140% faster than
the global average
Rahul Thakur

11-CSE-2038
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